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Mobilisation WG

Which tasks does the working group have?

 Keep an overview [all the time], also regarding other working groups, coordination platform

 Communication with cooperation partners (e.g. Internationals) [all the time]

 Take care of the homepage [all the time]

 Newsletter [all the time/ more often close to the action]

 Social Media (generate content for Facebook and Twitter, ideally in different languages) [all the time]

 Prepare mobilisation material (Flyers, posters, Stickers, newspaper ads, Social Media) [regularly]

 Prepare and update mobilisation presentation (German and English) [at the beginning]

 Call for action (write and translate) [at the beginning]

 Mobilisation videos (ideally in different languages) [middle]

 Organise buses [middle to end]

 Call for donations [middle to end]

 Organise, coordinate and promote mobilisation events [middle to end] (in coordination with regional

groups [if available])
 Take out ads [end]

When does the biggest amount of work incur?

 From now on over the whole period until the action; before the action there is a huge workload

How can internationals be integrated?

 Integration in the following areas is desired: translations, generate / distribute mobilisation material

which appeals to the different regions (content and language),  mobilisation events, organization of

travel

contact: mobi@ende-gelaende.org

mailto:mobi@ende-gelaende.org


Anti repression WG

Which tasks does the working group have?

• Offering legal information and capacity building

• Legal advice before and long after the action

• „investigation committee“ during the action

• To be in contact with authorities, police, lawyers during the action

• Overview over arrests and releases during the action

• Coordination, networking and advice for the persons affected by repression and communication 

about the repression situation inside the Ende Gelände alliance

When does the biggest amount of work incur?

 During  the  action,  but  also  long  (maybe  years)  after  the  action  –  therefore  people  willing  to

cooperate for a long time are needed 

contact: legalteam@ende-gelaende.org

WG Public Relations

Which tasks does the working group have? Which capacities are needed for the
working group?

 Press work regarding the current lawsuits

 Write and edit texts

 Discuss strategies

 Speak texts clearly and understandable into microphones, telephones and cameras

 Tolerance for loads of emails

 Regular availability

When does the biggest amount of work incur?

 Some tasks permanently, most intense phases 1-2 months before and 1 month after the action

How can internationals be integrated?

 For the press WG it would be difficult to work in English as mainly German media are adressed.

 On the other hand the press WG has close contact with international press people and these contacts

have to maintained. Thereby internationals could be integrated. There is also a huge English press list

for networking of international press people. 

contact: presse@ende-gelaende.org

mailto:presse@ende-gelaende.org


Finances WG

Which tasks does the working group have? Which capacities are needed for the
working group?

 Financial concept

 Fundraising

 Paper work after the action 

 Experience with numbers and applications advantageous but not necessary

When does the biggest amount of work incur?

 2-3 months before the action

 During the camp there is also work to do

 Paper work after the action

 People can be integrated into the WG anytime, also shortly before the action

 How can internationals be integrated?

Integration of internationals can be helpful if they have ideas/contacts to 
foundations/organisations which can co-finance the action

 It would be partly difficult, but not impossible to have the communication via email and telephone in

English
 If the person is responsible for financial acquisition in her country, it would not be necessary to take

part in every telephone conference 

contact: michl-pichl@gmx.de or arachne@posteo.de

Homepage WG

Which tasks does the working group have? Which capacities are needed for the
working group?

• Drafting a homepage concept

• Write and upload content, therefore Wordpress knowledge is required, but can be easily learned 

• When does the biggest amount of work incur?

• At the beginning for the homepage concept and then continually growing until the beginning of the 

action

How can internationals be integrated?

• Internationals can be responsible for the content of the homepage in their language or be ready for 

translations

contact: redaktion@ende-gelaende.org



Action logistics WG

Which capacities are needed for the working group?

 Grow together as a group before the action; keep contact with the other working groups

 During the action: organisational talent, power of endurance, maybe drivers license, maybe mechanical

skills, maybe action experience

When does the biggest amount of work incur?

 During the action

How can internationals be integrated?

 Above all before the action German is working language; internationals who would like tob e part of

the working group should therefore speak German
 During the action there are more possibilities to integrate internationals

contact: Aktionslogistik@ende-gelaende.org

Internationals WG

Which tasks does the working group have? Which capacities are needed for the
working group?

 Networking with Internationals, Internationalisation of the process (How can internationals be 

integrated into the process?)
 Communication of news from the internationals to the Ende Gelände process

 „country representatives“ are planned – persons who are responsible for one specific country

When does the biggest amount of work incur?

 From now on over the whole period; more work around the action period

 WG is active also on the camp / during the action

How can internationals be integrated?

 There will soon be telephone conferences with internationals

 Integration of internationals specifically desired

 contact: international@ende-gelaende.org

mailto:Aktionslogistik@ende-gelaende.org

